The temporal evolution of the mesoscopic (10 0 -10 5 nm.) structure while cement-water mixtures turn into gels of high compressive strength is central to present article. Recent small-angle neutron scattering based investigations exhibit temporal oscillations of mesoscopic structure. These oscillations are strongly dependent on the length scale of observation and on the medium of hydration (light or heavy water). While the formation of hydration products is synchronous for hydration with H 2 O, the process is nonsynchronous for hydration with D 2 O. The reason why morphological patterns of domains at different times look dissimilar, as seen before (Phys. Rev. Lett. 93 (2004) 255704; Phys. Rev. B. 72 (2005) 224208), for different hydration media emerges as a natural consequence of this finding. The structures arise from well-characterised chemical reactions as water diffuses through porous gel to bring about the water-surface interactions within the complex local geometry. The noteworthy observations point to the isotopic effect of hydrogen bonding on mesoscopic structure resulting from hydration although hydrogen bond with deuterium is only slightly stabler yielding a longer lifetime vis-a-vis bond involving hydrogen. These investigations are a step forward towards general understanding of hydration process.
INTRODUCTION
Investigation [1] on cement is more than a century old yet the understanding of the mechanism by which a newly mixed cement turns into a gel structure, rendering required rigidity and compressive strength, remains far from being understood. The complexity is compounded further due to poor understanding of the hydration kinetics. Understanding temporal evolution of the mesostructure may contribute to the understanding of the mechanism of hydration and durability of this important material.
On mixing silicate cement and water, a complex series of hydration reactions [2] take place of which the main products are an amorphous calcium-silicate-hydrate (C-S-H) gel-like structure and hexagonal calcium hydroxide Ca(OH) 2 . The present article deals with the mesoscopic structural investigations on real time hydration of tri-calcium silicate 3CaO.SiO 2 (Abbreviation C 3 S). The hydration reaction of C 3 S can be written as: 3CaO.SiO 2 + (3+y-x) H 2 O  (CaO) x (SiO 2 ).(H 2 O) y . + (3-x)Ca(OH) 2 .
In the above reaction, both x and y vary. The product (CaO) x (SiO 2 ).(H 2 O) y is the calcium silicate hydrate, a colloidal gel-like material having very low crystallinity and usually abbreviated as C-S-H in cement literature. The hyphens in C-S-H indicate variable stoichiometry. The mesoscopic structure of C-S-H gel determines the desirable properties of hardened cement. The investigations [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] on continuous temporal evolution of mesoscopic structure during hydration of cement are very recent.
Scattering techniques, essentially non-destructive in nature, such as small-angle scattering can probe interfaces of closed as well as open pores of mesoscopic dimensions. It is not possible to access closed pores by means of conventional laboratory based technique such as mercury porosimetry. Further, Brunauer-EmmettTeller (BET) method gives rise to a different microstructure [10] of the hydrated cement samples because of the involved drying procedures. The fact that C-S-H gel tends to be unstable under vacuum and that is why it is not possible to investigate C-S-H gel with many available instrumental methods. Both neutrons and x-rays are used as probing radiation for small-angle scattering (SAS) investigations. However, neutrons as probe have advantage over x-rays due to their relatively high penetrating power and so relatively larger sample volume, replicating the bulk material in all essential properties, can be examined by neutron scattering. SAS probes density fluctuations of different length scale and amplitude depending on instrument resolution and source strength in a condensed matrix. Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) probes neutron scattering length density. Scattering function, S(q), is defined as scattering cross-section per unit volume and q is the scattering vector with q=|q|. Because of the isotropic nature of the system at mesoscopic scale, S(q) is only a function of q (= 4sin()/ where  is wavelength of probing radiation and 2 is scattering angle). In the small q limit (q 0), length scale of density fluctuations manifests in S(q); hence, one can extract size of the density fluctuation from S(q). S(q=0) measures total scattering length density. In the large q limit, the surface structure of the density fluctuations manifests in S(q) and hence, inference can be drawn about the interface characteristics of the density fluctuations. SANS measurements, dealt in present article, involve mapping of time-dependent scattering function S(q,t) where t stands for time. For all the experimental measurements of concern, it has been observed that S(q,t) asymptotically approaches a form S(q,t) ~ q -η (t) . The exponent η, associated with power-law scattering, reflects directly the mass fractal dimension D m . For a mass fractal object, η = D m with 1 < η < 3 and 1 < D m < 3. For objects whose surface is fractal, the exponent η is related to the surface fractal dimension D s = 6 -η with 3 < η < 4 and 2 < D s < 3.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The investigations [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] The scaling hypothesis [11] assumes the existence of a single characteristic length scale L(t), such that the domain sizes and their spatial correlation are time invariant when the lengths are scaled by L(t). An isotropic system exhibiting dynamical scaling, the equaltime spatio-temporal composition modulation auto-correlation function g(r,t) reflects the way in which the mean density of the medium varies as a function of spatial distance r from a given point, should exhibit the scaling form with time-dependent dilation symmetry g(r,t)=f(r/L(t)). The Fourier transform of g(r,t), the scattering function S(q,t) for a d dimensional Euclidean system, obeys simple scaling ansatz at late times, S(q,t)=L(t) nm., the temporal behavior of the characteristic length has been observed to be far from a power law. Further, temporal evolution of (L(t)) 2 nearly mimics the trend of evolution of D m . D m also reaches a plateau almost at the same time ( Fig.1 for hydration of C 3 S with H 2 O with water to cement ratio by mass (w/c = 0.3; In subsequent discussions, hw/c refers to heavy water to cement ratio by mass). It is interesting to note that these observations indicate that both physical quantities, characteristic length and effective fractal dimension in the length scale (it is basically effective fractal dimension for the length scales of 10 2 -10 3 nm.; for simplicity we call it fractal dimension everywhere in the text), having different dimensionality (as fractal dimension is a dimensionless quantity while characteristic length has a dimension of length) reach a plateau almost at the same time and almost in a similar fashion. It is only natural to ponder whether the similarity of temporal evolutions of altogether two different physical quantities is an accidental one or not. But repeated measurements 4 , varying over wide range of compositions, brought out this phenomenal accidental similarity. For hydration of silicates with D 2 O, some incomprehensible contrasting behavior has been observed as far as the kinetics of new phase formation is concerned ( Fig.1 Oscillation has two different time scales. In shorter time scale, oscillation repeats after a gap of about 4 hrs. but it ceases to exist after 2 nd oscillation for considerable amount of time. While on the longer time scale, oscillation repeats after a gap of about 25 hours. A self-replication of pattern has been observed as far as the time evolution of scattering signal at forward direction is concerned. Scattering function S(q,t) in absolute scale at null scattering angle, as considered in Fig.3 of present case, measures total scattering length density. For a system of polydisperse population of inhomogeneities, with degree of polydispersity n, S(0,t) is given by
( ) (  where the subscripted quantities n i, V i,  i, and ζ i (= V i  i ) are respectively the number density, volume, scattering length density and total scattering length integrated over volume of the i th type of inhomogeneity. An inhomogeneity is defined by the uniform scattering length density over it's volume. It is important to note that S(0,t) has parabolic dependence on total scattering length ζ. The oscillatory nature of S(0,t) is indicative of the fact that there are competing factors, discussed in detail 7 , for temporal evolution of S(0,t) -some resulting decay and others resulting growth of S(0,t) with time causing the temporal evolution of S(0,t) non-monotonic. It is evident from model calculations 7 that for hydration of cement with H 2 O, S(0,t) increases with time for the time period when Ca(OH) 2 formation is significant and C-S-H gel is water rich. Domain splitting as well as agglomeration of domains of water rich C-S-H gel, as discussed [7] 7 , are also possibilities. There are many other ongoing processes We put forward a conjecture for the change of course of the reaction responsible for non-monotonic growth of S(0,t) in the case of hydration of cement with H 2 O. Cement particles in contact with H 2 O initially forms water rich C-S-H sol and Ca(OH) 2 principally causing the growth of S(0,t). After sometime depending upon w/c ratio, the water rich C-S-H sol in contact with cement particles transforms into cement rich C-S-H gel primarily causing the decay of S(0,t). Maximums of S(0,t) are signatures of sol-togel transition. It is a conjecture that the hydration product C-S-H gel is forming a protective layer on unreacted part of a cement grain upto a certain time. At some stage, the protective hydration layer is ruptured causing the spurt of growth of fresh hydration products from unhydrated cement surfaces leading to growth of S(0,t) and this whole process is somewhat repetitive. Periodic exposure of the unhydrated surface to free water leads to periodic growth of S(0,t). It is to be noted that the mesoscopic structure of the gel constituting the major phase of the hydration product changes with time and by some means causing the exposure of so far unhydrated surfaces to free water. It is important to note that temporal variation of heat evolution rate of cement hydration is also oscillatory in nature but the nature of the oscillations and temporal variation are of different nature from those observed in variation of S(0,t) with t.
Based on heat liberation rate as measured with conduction calorimeter during hydration of cement with H 2 O, it has been generally accepted that hydration follows five broad stages, viz, (i) pre-induction period having initial short-lived fast reaction giving off a burst of heat; (ii) induction period, lasting few hours, during which only small quantities of heat are given off; (iii) acceleratory period, in which the main reaction first begins to occur rapidly. In this period, renewed exothermic reaction occurs and increasing amount of heat are given off; (iv) deceleration period, a period of reaction at a decreasing rate after ~ 12 hours and finally (v) a slow continuous reaction, with the rate gradually decreasing after about one day.
But it is evident from the scattering measurement on hydration of cement with H 2 O that temporal evolution of density fluctuation in the matrix follow a much complex pattern and no inference can be drawn about the five broad stages, as inferred from the calorimetric measurement, of the reaction. It is only a conjecture that the hydration product formed on C 3 S particles acts as a barrier reducing the migration of water to the un-reacted surface. Subsequently, either cement rich C-S-H phase, amorphous with variable stoichiometry, undergoes changes such that permeability through the layer increases significantly or there is rupture of the layer at various stages causing renewed hydration reaction leading to formation of water rich C-S-H sol as evident from the oscillatory behavior of S(0,t) with time. Various possibilities have been discussed 7 for growth and decay of S(0,t) considering few model examples.
In earlier experiment [3, 4] for hydration of silicates with H 2 O, it has been observed that for initial few (2-3) hours sizes of inhomogeneities grow with time and finally reach a plateau. Further, the hydration matrix has also been observed, in the length scale 10 2 -10 3 nm., to be mass fractal with fractal dimension increasing with time initially and reaching a plateau. Temporal evolution of square of the linear dimension of the inhomogeneity mimics the trend of the temporal evolution of the fractal dimension. In the large time limit, the temporally evolving system exhibits self-similar growth pattern with dilation symmetry, with time-dependent scale, and with the scaling phenomenon 11 . In view of aforementioned observations, we can conclude that for hydration of cement with H 2 O initially water rich mass fractal C-S-H sol and crystalline Ca(OH) 2 are formed. Ca(OH) 2 phase is a minor phase and the fractal structure pertains to major C-S-H sol phase. Both the fractal dimension and linear size of mass fractal C-S-H sol grow with time. The initial increase of mass fractal dimension with time reflects the transition from a ramified and porous structure to a relatively more compact homogeneous solid matrix by the processes of interlinking and space filling of the disjoint initial sol network with C-S-H and Ca(OH) 2 . This observation also explains the increasing compressive strength of hydrated cement with time. As system exhibits dynamical scaling phenomenon, ratio of linear sizes of Ca(OH) 2 crystallite and C-S-H sol bear a constant value with time indicating the formation of Ca(OH) 2 throughout the hydration process. At a later stage depending upon w/c ratio, the water rich C-S-H sol in contact with cement particles transforms into cement rich C-S-H gel with mass fractal morphology. Subsequently, mass fractal dimension and size of C-S-H gel both grow with time for sometime and reach a plateau.
Monte Carlo simulations [6, 8] , for embedding Euclidean dimension of 2, corroborates well with the trend of the observed , for real systems with embedding Euclidean dimension of 3, temporal evolution of fractal dimension and size of the inhomogeneity for hydration of silicates with light water.
To identify the periodic component in the temporal evolution of S(0,t), S(0,t) has been broken into cosine and sine waves. It has been noticed that S(0,t) is composed predominantly of cosine and sine waves of well defined frequencies like 0.00227, 0.02043, 0.00681, 0.01589 and 0.0227 min -1 , respectively with decreasing order of significance. The red solid line in Fig. 3 But we are not in a position to ascribe cyclic physico-chemical processes responsible for the observation of aforementioned well defined frequencies. Figure 3 also depicts the temporal evolution of scattering function S(q,t) at null scattering angle in absolute scale for D 2 O hydrating C 3 S with hw/c = 0.5* (20/18). It is evident from Fig. 3 that S(0,t), scattering signal at forward direction, has simplistic feature and grossly different vis-à-vis that observed for H 2 O hydrating specimen. S(0,t) decreases initially with time, reaching a minimum at about 55 min., and then increases marginally and finally reaches a constant value barring few minor oscillations. As discussed 7 , it can be concluded that hydration reaction is slow, vis-à-vis with one with H 2 O, upto 55 min. No conclusion can be drawn as far as quantum of formation of Ca(OD) 2 . Increase of S(0,t) with time, in the case of hydration of cement with D 2 O, has also been discussed [7] .
In an earlier experiment [3, 4] for hydration of silicates with D 2 O, it has been observed that the domain sizes of the inhomogeneities grow in the beginning for a very short time and subsequently appear to shrink with time. Estimation of temporal evolution of the mesoscopic structure in the length scale 10 2 -10 3 nm. indicated that hydrating mass undergoes transition from mass fractal to surface fractal and finally again to mass fractal. Increase of mass fractal dimension indicates decrease in ramification and resulting finally in a solid core with increasing hydration time and a transition from mass fractal to surface fractal occurs. In the case of hydration with D 2 O, no agreement has been observed with the scaling hypothesis. But these observations are valid for hydration time less than five hours. This is another reason why scaling is not observed in the case of hydration of silicates with D 2 O. In fact, we have not come across any scattering experiment where scaling has been observed despite the topographical change of the second phase with time. At this stage, it is worth considering the question about the validity of temporal evolution of mesoscopic structure in smaller length scale than the earlier probed length scale 10 2 -10 3 nm. Figure 4 depicts the time evolution of structure factor S(q,t) for H 2 O hydrating C 3 S with w/c = 0.3 and w/c = 0.4, respectively for hydration time limited upto about 1000 min.. Figure 4 also depicts the temporal evolution of structure factor S(q,t) for D 2 O hydrating C 3 S with hw/c = 0.3* (20/18) for hydration time limited upto about 4000 min.. The time interval between two successive measurements was 5 min. for all these measurements. Figure 5 depicts the temporal evolution of the Porod exponent (t) associated with power-law scattering, as estimated from ln(S(q,t)) vs ln(q) in the q range 0.00423-0.01659 Å -1 , for various light water and heavy water hydrating specimen. While the time-dependent Porod exponent (t) for all H 2 O hydrating specimen lies in the range of 4.3 -3.93, for D 2 O hydrating specimen (t) starts from 4.187 then comes down for a while to a value of 4.09 at about 500 min., then rises to 4.5 at a time slightly greater than 2000 min. and finally decreases monotonically, with different slopes, to 3.86 at about 4000 min. It is important to note that the positive deviation of the Porod exponents from 4 is indicative of diffuse or fuzzy interface of the gels. It is pertinent to note here that for fractals, Porod Exponent  < 4.
Porod exponent can be as high as 8 for diffused or fuzzy interface of sufficient width. Figure 5 indicates that for H 2 O hydrating specimens, the C-S-H gel has diffuse interface in the length scale of 10 1 -10 2 nm. in the beginning. As time progresses, the interface tends to become sharp first and then tends to have surface fractal morphology at about 1000 min. after the onset of the hydration reaction. In contrast, for D 2 O hydrating specimen, the temporal evolution of surface morphology of C-S-D gel has non-monotonic nature. To begin with, the gel has diffuse interface but the width of the interface comes down initially for a short while before rising and finally coming down to have surface fractal morphology. From the above observations, we conclude that the temporal evolution of surface morphology of the gel, both for H 2 O and D 2 O hydrating cement, is strongly length scale dependent. Schematic temporal evolution of mesoscopic structures for hydration of silicates with H 2 O and D 2 O has already 
CONCLUSIONS
Mesoscopic structure of cement paste exhibits isotope effect. The structures arise from wellcharacterised chemical reactions as water diffuses through the porous material to bring about the water-surface interactions within the complex local geometry. The noteworthy observations
